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SECTION I - SUMMARY INFORMATION COVER SHEET
Title of concept note: Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy (IIPP)
Lead institution: Soul of Nations Foundation, Inc. (formally known as Soul of Nations Inc.)
Type of Organization: International non-profit organization (INGO)
Partnering organization(s) (if applicable): Howard University & International Work Group
for Indigenous Affairs
Overall concept objective: The Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy is a think tank,
operated through the Soul of Nations Foundation, that will provide a platform for young
Indigenous voices to lead as a catalyst for conscious thought, inclusive discourse, and
policy reform to impact Indigenous nations and communities through youth-led research
initiatives that focus on human rights, governance, and environmentalism. The Institute for
Indigenous Progressive Policy will be headquartered in Kigali, Rwanda with field
operations in Lima, Peru and San Francisco, California.
To this end, the Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy will be an advocate for youth in
development policy, and for the further implementation of the United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous People.
Project Coordinator: Ernest Hill
Main Contact Phone Number: +250 785 528 827 or +1 202 819-7682
Main Contact Email Address: ernest@soulofnations.org
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SECTION II - PROPOSED APPROACH and ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
A.

General Information:
The Soul of Nations Foundation is a for-purpose 501(c)3 organization that aims to uplift
Indigenous peoples through various forms of media, innovative strategy, and youth-led
initiatives. Our mission is to progress Indigenous youth and communities through the arts,
research, and scholarship. We envision a world where all Indigenous communities and
people of color are respected as contemporary societies and have greater access to equal
opportunities in the following sectors: socially, creatively, academically, and economically.

B.

Approach to Partnership and Collaboration for Engagement and Capacity Building:
The Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy is a think tank, operated through the Soul of
Nations Foundation, that will provide a platform for young Indigenous voices to lead as a
catalyst for conscious thought, inclusive discourse, and policy reform to impact Indigenous
nations and communities through youth-led research initiatives.
The Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy will rely on an extensive network of partners
connected to Tribal, federal, and state governments, as well as a host and key opinion
leaders to work with groups of rising progressive political leaders and millennial
professionals, as well as policymakers and analysts, throughout the Americas and Africa; thus
ensuring the formation of a dedicated and passionate team with high intellectual capital.
Our committed partners for the capacity building phase of this initiative are Howard
University and the International Working Group for Indigenous Peoples.
The Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy will aim to lead the development of public
policy and guided strategic implementation to benefit Indigenous nations within the
Americas and around the world. Research and policy fellows will be tasked with developing,
advancing, and promoting public policies to improve the effectiveness of nations’
governance and institutional responses to the changing social, economic, political and
cultural environment.
We have a four-point plan for impact in the Indigenous policy space: (1) Act as advocates for
the empowerment, aspiration, and interests of Indigenous communities through the
formation, implementation and evaluation of policy for those nations, and for governments
and community organizations; (2) Conduct proactive research into acute and long-term
policy and legal issues with Indigenous nations, institutions and community partners; (3)
Generate capability-building revenue by completing contract work in line with our values,
capacity, and mandate for impact (4) Influence Indigenous policy affairs at all levels of
government in the general and regionally-specific interests of Indigenous nations and
communities.
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To connect ideas and political action, the Indigenous Progressive Policy will continue to rely
on an extensive network of partners. We are currently assembling a Founding Advisory Board
comprised of community leaders, researchers and policy influencers who will share their
knowledge, time, guidance, and contribute significantly to the strength and impact of the
Institute.
Howard University will administer all African and North American research initiatives and
projects to be devised by a youth-led cohort both in United States and in Kigali, Rwanda with
local partners to focus on policy areas affiliated with human rights, governance, and
environmentalism. The International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs will liaise with youthled focus groups in South America for research initiatives and projects to combat community
issues related to human rights, governance, and environmentalism. The International Work
Group for Indigenous Affairs will also govern youth-led focus groups in both the Americas
and Africa to spearhead the publications program which will include a discussion paper
series, a working paper series, and a bi-annual manifesto that addresses the State
of Indigeneity. These publications will discuss aspects of research relating to contemporary
issues with progressive solutions with various supplemental forms of media.
C.

Technical Expertise and Programming Priorities:
Incorporated in 2016, the Soul of Nations Foundation has a four-year track record of
successful Indigenous youth programming in three continents for lower- and middle-income
Tribal communities. Our level of organizational expertise for positive youth development was
enhanced by partnerships with Tribal and non-Tribal governments, policy-making and
opinion leaders, academic research institutions, and like-minded grassroots organizations; all
of which are key influences on shaping policy decision making and youth-led initiatives that
ensure the possibility to collaborate and connect authentic community voices with key
policymakers and influencers.
Outside of Indigenous political organizations, activists, or academics, there is no international
entity that provides an evidence-based, non-partisan, and community-first perspectives to
the discussions, thus impairing Indigenous communities’ ability to organize and mobilize to
protect their rights. The Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy aims to address this gap
through the guided implementation of progressive reform strategies.
For too long, the relationship between Indigenous communities and the Western world has
been characterized by inertia: the same old, paternalistic and racist policies and the
corresponding apathy and neglect. Yet, the resistance of Indigenous peoples continues to
grow, and today, there is a universal acceptance that change is required. The challenge is
ensuring that the direction of change is progressive. The Institute for Indigenous Progressive
Policy can play an important role here by thoroughly examining government policy,
advocating for the rights of Indigenous peoples, and creating innovative models of change
that support Indigenous sovereignty, land, and education.
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Indigenous communities, peoples, and nations are those which, having a historical continuity
with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that developed on their territories, consider
themselves distinct from other sectors of the societies now prevailing on those territories, or
parts of them. They form at present non-dominant sectors of society and are determined to
preserve, develop and transmit to future generations their ancestral territories, and their
ethnic identity, as the basis of their continued existence as peoples, in accordance with their
own cultural patterns, social institutions, and legal system.
Policy development and delivery must include all affected parties and be based on real
dialogue and cooperation between government agents and local Indigenous elders and
community members. There is a common agreement that success requires bottom-up,
culturally appropriate, local engagement, rather than short term, top-down, centrally
designed and imposed models.
The Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy will be headquartered in Kigali, Rwanda with
field operations in Lima, Peru and San Fransisco, California. The branches will emphasize the
importance of assisting Indigenous communities throughout the Americas while also
focusing on similar issues that Indigenous communities face in parts of Africa, Australia, and
Northern Europe to promote cross-cultural organizing.
Through a Fellowship Program, Public forums, research conferences (both in-person and
virtual), and publications, the Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy will offer unique
opportunities for young professionals focusing on international relations. Selected
fellows will have the opportunity to broaden their perspective of Indigenous affairs either by
pursuing research or working in a policy-oriented setting through exploring questions of
impact and effectiveness when discovering the ways in which insights may reach and inform
diverse audiences of knowledge makers and knowledge users including policymakers,
Indigenous communities, organizations, and academic institutions. The publications program
will include a discussion paper series and a working paper series. In addition, a bi-annual
manifesto addressing the State of Indigeneity will discuss aspects of research relating to
contemporary issues with progressive solutions with various supplemental forms of media.
Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy will be committed to widely disseminating its
research outputs through print and electronic publications. Web-based communication
strategy and electronic publications programs will deliver research outputs promptly and
freely to a wide audience. The Institute’s website and social media channel (Twitter) will be
the primary methods of communication and information dissemination, and will contribute
significantly to the widespread of knowledge and impact. All of the Institute’s research, policy
analysis, and community resources will be released online, downloadable, and readily
archived for free public access.
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Contribution to Sustainable Outcomes and Impact:
The Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy will be the world’s first think tank that is solely
dedicated to international progressive policy reform; futurist theory; and the proliferation of
various art forms to catalyze change within Indigenous nations and communities. We will lead
the discourse on tribally-driven, informed policy-making by translating research and policy
analysis into applied knowledge; creating partnerships between academia and Indigenous
communities; serving communities via innovative capacity-building initiatives; and providing
a policy-minded platform for Indigenous voices on a global scale.
We envision the Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy to become a center where eager
Indigenous scholars can come together to research, strategize, and organize movements for
progressive change in their respective communities and our world at large. Through
galvanizing diverse intellectual human capital, Indigenous progressivism can drive our world
forward. To this end, we aim to cultivate long-term partnerships, grounded in reciprocity to
prioritize community needs. We are also committed to offering supportive mentorship to
students, with the intent of training the next generation of Indigenous leaders. And with
critical policy analysts and researchers to support Indigenous self-determination. To this end,
we hope to be advocates youth in development policy for wealth equality and for the
implementation of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous people while
bringing balance to the perspective provided on the international stage through a
Progressive Indigenous Caucus. We will focus on the empowerment of the Indigenous
community by facilitating avenues for voices on international forums, through grassroots
efforts.
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SECTION III – SUPPORTING INFORMATION
A.

Proposed Estimated Cost and Cost Breakdown
A budget is not be required by this addendum. However, all budgets can be provided
immediately upon request.

B.

Contact Information for Proposed Partners
Howard University
2400 Sixth Street NW Washington, DC 20059, United States
+1 (202) 806-6100
Description: Howard University is a private, federally chartered historically black university in
Washington, D.C. with research campus in California. Howard University will administer all
African and North American research initiatives and projects to be devised by a youth-led
cohort both in United States and in Kigali, Rwanda with local partners to focus on policy areas
affiliated with human rights, governance, and environmentalism.
International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs
Prinsessegade 29 B, 3rd floor Copenhagen, Denmark DK 1422
(+45) 53 73 28 30
Description: The International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs is an independent and nonprofit international human rights-based membership organization, whose central charter is to
endorse and promote the collective rights of the world's indigenous peoples. As a partner,
International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs will liaise with youth-led focus groups in both
the Americas and Africa to spearhead the publications program. These publications will
discuss aspects of research relating to contemporary issues with progressive solutions with
various supplemental forms of media. The International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs
will liaise with youth-led focus groups in South America for research initiatives and projects to
combat community issues related to human rights, governance, and environmentalism.
Additional information can be provided by contacting Ernest Hill, at
ernest@soulofnations.org .
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STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

OPERATING EXPENSES

FY 2022 TOTAL

FY 2023 TOTAL

FY 2024 TOTAL

FY 2025 TOTAL

Program Services
Environmental Studies
Human Rights Policy

12,220
10,210

14,897
10,970

16,141
11,331

18,230
12,456

Foriegn Policy

13,110

13,760

14,110

15,890

Governance Studies
Fellowship Program

7,142
11,589

8,908
11,980

9,142
12,672

11,893
13,450

Institutional Initiatives
Press

5,200
1,500

6,980
1,780

7,192
1,975

8,230
2,090

Communications
Total
Total
Program
Program
Services
Services

2,110

2,890

3,050

3,150

63,081

72,165

75,613

85,389

20,458
1,526
85,065

26,980
1,480
100,625

27,192
1,750
104,555

28,230
1,890
115,509

Program Services
Management and General
Fundraising
Total
Total
Program
Operating
Services
Expenses

TOTAL PROGRAMS
TOTAL OPERATING
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296,248
405,754
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Soul of Nations Foundation, Inc.
Institute for Indigenous Progressive Policy (IIPP)
455 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20001, U.S.A.
+1 (202) 643-2164
KG 286, Nyarutarama
Kigali, Rwanda
+250 785 528 827
www.soulofnations.org
@soulofnations
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